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Over the past 50 years, groups of researchers have explored how children
learn to read. State departments of education and school districts are acting on the
most recent research to make the most of student learning time. Classworks is an
important partner in this effort.

Background
Researchers have gathered evidence about how to develop proficient reading and
writing and why some students have difficulty. This information is used to help
teachers improve student outcomes through prevention of and intervention for
reading difficulties. (Reading League, 2022)

Strengthening teachers’ knowledge of foundational reading skills is an important
part of the Science of Reading research.



Understanding how sounds and letters work together to make oral sounds and
written words is key.  Phonics or Word Study is an umbrella term for this group of
skills.

Overview of Foundational Skills

Phonetics or phonics broadly deals with two aspects of human speech: production
— the ways humans make sounds — and perception — the way speech is
understood. (Armbruster, 2001)

Phoneme A phoneme is the smallest part of spoken language that makes a
difference in the meaning of words. English has about 41 phonemes.
A few words, such as a or oh, have only one phoneme.

Most words, however, have more than one phoneme: The word if has two
phonemes (/i/ /f/); check has three phonemes (/ch/ /e/ /k/), and stop has four
phonemes (/s/ /t/ /o/ /p/). Sometimes one phoneme is represented by more than
one letter. (Armbruster, 2001)

Grapheme A grapheme is the smallest part of written language that represents a
phoneme in the spelling of a word. A grapheme may be just one letter, such as b, d,
f, p, s; or several letters, such as ch, sh, th, -ck, ea, -igh. (Armbruster, 2001)

Morphology is the study of words and their parts. Morphemes, like prefixes,
suffixes, and base words, are defined as the smallest meaningful units of meaning.
Morphemes are important for phonics in both reading and spelling, as well as in
vocabulary and comprehension.”  (Victoria Gov’t, 2020)

Orthographic Mapping is the process of forming letter-sound connections to
combine and recall the spelling, pronunciation, and meaning of words.
When a child develops orthographic knowledge, they begin to learn to identify
letter patterns that are similar between different words, and this process is aided
by understanding the various prefixes, suffixes, root words, syllables, and the rules
of spelling (e.g., i before e except after c). Written words are stored in memory so
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that when the child sees the word again (or a similar string of letters) they can use
previous knowledge to identify the word instead of having to go through the
decoding process, where they sound out the letters to make the word.

Orthographic mapping enables the ability to identify words by sight (i.e., sight
words), allowing instant recognition and fluent and quick reading abilities.”
(Gordon, 2018)

Readers build on these essential skills to interact with connected text in the form of
sentences, paragraphs, and longer texts. The second set of skills helps readers
make sense of the words and passages they are reading.

Semantic Knowledge refers to meaning within language; semantic ambiguity
refers to the notion that particular words can have multiple meanings. Teachers
need to be aware of the semantic knowledge that students require to read the texts
of English.

One challenge that students in English face is differentiating between the multiple
meanings of words, especially homophones. Native speakers might not detect the
ambiguity of some words when they appear in a sentence that offers narrow
interpretations. However, lack of context or lack of repeated prior exposure to
some semantically ambiguous terms may produce challenges for other groups,
such as EAL/D students.” (Victoria Gov’t, 2020)

Syntax and Text Structure “Syntax refers to forming sentences and the associated
grammatical rules (Foorman et al., 2016 ). "Syntax skills help us understand how
sentences work—the meanings behind word order, structure, and punctuation. By
providing support for developing syntax skills, we can help readers understand
increasingly complex texts" (Learner Variability Project).” (MA DOE, 2020)

How Classworks Addresses SOR
Science of Reading research has identified two key areas of focus to impact reading
achievement positively:

● Increasing Reading Achievement and Preventing Reading Failure
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● Teacher Preparation and In-Service Professional Development

Using validated, reliable, and efficient assessments to inform classroom teaching is
one of the four recommendations for ongoing professional development, and this
is where Classworks shines as your partner.

Let’s look at how these foundational skills are included throughout Classworks.

Assessment and SOR

Classworks Universal Screeners are validated by the National Center on Intensive
Intervention (NCII) as highly valid and reliable. They are one of the data sources
used to generate Individualized Learning Paths for each student. These screeners
determine the level of readiness and place each learner at their performance or
instructional level.

Individualized Instruction and SOR

View Classworks Scope and Sequence for Reading

Classworks Individualized Learning Paths consist of units of instruction along an
evidence-based progression generated based on each student’s individual
assessment performance to meet each child at their instructional level.  Units
include direct instruction, guided practice, and formative assessments targeting
specific phonetics, phoneme, morphology, orthographic mapping, semantics,
syntax, and text structure concepts.

Teachers use performance data from these units to better understand students’
skill deficits and help them prioritize these needs within the district’s literacy
framework.

Progress Monitoring and SOR

View Classworks Progress Monitoring Strands and Skills
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Classworks Progress Monitoring is validated by NCII as highly valid and reliable.
Teachers have the option to assign curriculum sampling CBM probes or more
targeted Global Indicator CBM probes that address specific foundational literacy
skills, including morphology, orthographic mapping, phonics, semantics, and
syntax or text structure. Classworks recommends Progress Monitoring as an
added layer of support for students who are receiving intensive interventions.

Classworks Progress Monitoring automatically informs the skill units on each child’s
ILP.  This seamless integration empowers the Science of Reading recommendation
for using validated, reliable, efficient assessments to inform classroom teaching.

Students with an active progress monitoring session are probed weekly for 12
weeks on specific concepts at the same level of complexity. Their results
automatically adapt the learner’s Individualized Learning Path. This integration
means no time is lost in addressing student needs and acting on real-time data.  As
students progress at their instructional level, teachers can access real-time data to
adjust grade-level instruction.

When teachers activate a Global Indicator Progress Monitoring session, they select
the literacy domain and grade level. Teachers have a clear picture of the
foundational literacy skills included within each weekly probe. Classworks offers
three categories to choose from. The table below summarizes where specific skills
are incorporated.

Reading Word Analysis Grammar, Usage & Mechanics

● Syntax
● Text

Structure

● Graphemes
● Morphology
● Orthographic Mapping
● Phonetics
● Phonemes
● Semantic Knowledge

● Orthographic Mapping
● Semantic Knowledge
● Syntax

With Global Indicator Progress Monitoring, teachers can view students’ individual
responses to each question. Teachers have complete transparency to view
individual responses to increase their awareness of students’ instructional needs
within and across the building blocks of reading.
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Classroom Reading and SOR

Ensuring that all students interact with rigorous on-grade-level text with applicable
scaffolding or support is one finding of the recent Science of Reading research.
Classworks Classroom Reading helps teachers achieve this goal. Activities begin
with grade-level rigorous passages and accompanying text-based questions.

Let’s take a look at one of Louisa Moat’s recommendations and see how Classworks
supports these recommendations.

“For best results, the teacher must instruct the majority of students
directly, systematically, and explicitly to decipher words in print, all
the while keeping in mind the ultimate purpose of reading, which is
to learn, enjoy, and understand. To accommodate children’s
variability, the teacher must assess children and tailor lessons to
individuals or groups. This includes interpreting errors, giving
corrective feedback, selecting examples to illustrate concepts,
explaining new ideas in several ways, and connecting word
recognition instruction to meaningful reading and writing.”

(Moats, 2020)

Classroom Reading Resources and SOR

Oral Comprehension/Fluency Model - Individual students can listen to the
passage as it is read fluently. The student controls the read-aloud feature, so they
can interact with text or hear a specific paragraph more than once before moving
on to the next section.

Fluency Check - Each passage includes a printable version formatted for informal
fluency checks that teachers can use to collect anecdotal notes detailing each
learner’s areas of strength and need regarding graphemes, orthographic mapping,
syntax, or other foundational literacy skills.
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Text Highlighting - This is a flexible tool that empowers teachers to explicitly
address phonetics,  grapheme, orthographic mapping, semantics, syntax, and text
structure concepts.  Students can demonstrate their knowledge of these concepts
by highlighting examples of these concepts within the text passage and receive
direct immediate feedback from their teachers to strengthen their proficiency.

Text Annotation - Semantic and syntactic understanding can be assessed when
students use the “note-taking” feature to restate, summarize or react to the
meaning or structure of the text.

Classworks in Action

As we’ve seen, components of Classworks seamlessly provide valid and reliable
data that is invaluable for teachers and other educators as they work to monitor
students’ growth in these foundational skills.

While each district or school personalizes its plan, there are some common
elements:

● Clear Expectations and Support
● Dedicated Time for Intervention and Progress Monitoring
● Periodic Data-Focused Conversations and Action Planning

Expectations and Support

Louisa Moats and other researchers of the “Science of Reading” stress how
important it is for teachers to have a solid understanding of how children learn to
read.  They also stress how essential it is to develop common expectations
surrounding literacy instruction.   It will be critical to communicate with staff,
parents, and other stakeholders what your expectations are for Classworks.  The
Classworks Success Plan is a great tool that helps you outline your plan.

Dedicated Time
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One predictor of success is the inclusion of a specific dedicated time period when
staff and students will utilize the different Classworks components. Many districts
utilize Extra Learning Time (ELT), intervention blocks, and daily lesson components
(such as Bell Ringers or Exit Tickets). This reinforces common expectations and
communications and helps strengthen fidelity.

Example 1

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

ELT or
Interventi
on Block

10 Min -
students
review last
week’s work
and set goal
for the
week
20 Min -
students
work on
their ILP

30 Min -
students
complete
their
reading
Progress
Monitoring
probe

20 Min -
students
work on
their ILP
Individualiz
ed Learning

10 Min
students
reflect on
their goal
and practice
ILP units
with scores
≤ 80%

20 Min -
students
work on
their ILP
Individualiz
ed Learning
10 Min -
students
comment
on their
goal

Classroom
(Reading)

10 Min - 1st
read of
passage
“get the
gist”
teacher
modeling

10 Min -
2nd read of
passage
focus on
orthographi
c mapping,
semantics
and/or
syntax

Classroom
Reading
Passage -
Text-Based
questions

Example 2

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

ELT or
Interventio

30 Min -
students

10 Min - 1st
read of

10 Min -
2nd read of

20 Min -
Classroom

10 Min -
students
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n Block complete
their
reading
Progress
Monitoring
probe

passage
“get the
gist”
teacher
modeling

passage
focus on
orthographi
c mapping,
semantics
and/or
syntax

Reading
Passage -
Text-Based
questions

review this
week’s
work and
set goal for
next week

Small
Group
Instruction

20 Min - ILP
work when
students
are at
Independe
nt Work
station

20 Min - ILP
work when
students
are at
Independe
nt Work
station

Recommendations for Implementation

Individualized Learning - All students should spend a minimum of 45 minutes
each week working on their Individualized Learning assignments.  This time is
necessary so that students can complete 1 or 2 skill units each week.  Since these
units are at each child’s instructional level - setting an expectation for students to
demonstrate proficiency with an ≥80% average is essential for students to build
their skill sets.

Progress Monitoring - Students receiving additional support through an MTSS or
Tiered Intervention system should complete a weekly Progress Monitoring Probe.
Identifying a specific day of the week and time block ensures that all students who
should receive additional monitoring have the opportunity to.

Classroom Reading Passages - These robust passages provide teachers with
rigorous grade-level texts.  Teachers who utilize these resources should ensure that
modeling and discussion occur focused on the components of phonetics,
graphemes, semantics, etc., that are appropriate for their students based on all the
data available to the teacher.
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Periodic Data Conversations

In her 2020 publication “Teaching Reading is Rocket Science,” Louisa Moats stresses
the importance of valid and reliable data and its role in instructional decisions. The
next step is building regular or periodic reviews of these data. There are three main
types of discussions to incorporate into your implementation plan:

● Teacher-to-student conferences  - Classworks recommends that these
conferences (approx 5 minutes per student) occur weekly.

○ Review and set goals using Student Goal Tracker
○ Discuss and reassign ILP units as needed
○ Celebrate recent growth and success

● Teacher team or PLC data chats  - Classworks recommends including
Classworks data as part of the bi-weekly or monthly data chats during PLC
meetings.

○ Identify strengths and address areas of concern as grade-level or
department teams

○ Ensure that teachers have the tools they need to act
● Leadership team discussions - Classworks recommends including Classworks

data in monthly or, at minimum quarterly data reviews.
○ District-wide and School-wide monitoring of screener, progress

monitoring, and intervention data
○ Realignment of resources such as teacher assistants, instructional

coaches, and interventionists
○ Establishing, monitoring, and celebrating goals
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